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Stabilization of ablative Rayleigh-Taylor instability due to change of the Atwood number
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Recent experiment@S.G. Glendinninget al., Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 3318 ~1997!# showed that the measured
growth rate of laser ablative Rayleigh-Taylor~RT! instability with preheating is about 50% of the classic value
and is reduced by about 18% compared with the simulated value obtained with the computer codeLASNEX. By
changing the temperature variation of the electron thermal conductivity at low temperatures, the density profile
from the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook approximation is recovered in the simulation, and the simulated RT growth
rate is in good agreement with the experimental value from Glendinninget al.The preheated density profile on
ablative RT stablization is studied numerically. A change of the Atwood number in the preheating case also
leads to RT stabilization. The RT growth formulag5AAkg/(11AkL)22kVa agrees well with experiment
and simulation, and is appropriate for the preheating case.
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Hydrodynamic instability places a fundamental limit o
design parameters required for a capsule ignition of the
ertial confinement fusion~ICF! @1#. In an ICF capsule implo-
sion, the ablation front is Rayleigh-Taylor~RT! unstable. An
accurate prediction of the RT growth is essential to the
sign of the ignition capsule, particularly for directly drive
ICF @2#. The Takabe formulagT50.9Akg2bkVa @3#, which
includes the ablation advection stabilization, is frequen
used to discuss the linear growth rate of laser ablative
instability, wherek is the perturbed wave number, g is th
acceleration,Va is the ablation velocity, andb.3;4 is ex-
pected in the direct-drive ablation. A modified version of t
Takabe formula, which includes stabilization of the ablati
advection and the density gradient scale length, was give
Lindl as gmT5Akg/(11kL)2bkVa @1#, where L
5@r/(dr/dz)#min is the density gradient scale length a
b52 was given, for example, by Sanz@4#. In this paper we
refer to this formula as the modified-by-Lindl Takabe fo
mula or the Lindl formula. However, the reduction in grow
of laser ablative RT instability in recent experiments@5–7#,
which deviates the modified-by-Lindl Takabe formula, is o
served and has not fully been explained.

Recent experiments@5,6# have indicated that the growt
rate of the areal density perturbation is significantly redu
as compared with the calculated results of the Spitzer-H
~SH! electron thermal conductivity@8#. Glendinninget al.
~GL! recognized that the difference between the experim
and theLASNEX simulation is due to a change in the long
tudinal density profile resulting from preheating by energe
electrons. Hondaet al. ~HM! @9# calculated the lower RT
growth rate using the two-dimensional~2D! full Fokker-
Planck~FP! equation to compare with the SH electron tran
port coefficient, and showed that the density of the ablat
front is changed from 2.0–2.4 g/cm3 for SH and to
1.5–1.7 g/cm3 for FP. GL simulated the foil acceleration i
1D geometry using the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook~BGK! ap-
proximation@10# to the FP equation, and obtained a dens
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distribution similar to the FP results given by HM. We do 2
simulations to further discuss the experiment result shown
GL. A similar change in the density profile is also seen
enhancing the electron thermal conductivity at low tempe
tures, and the RT growth rate in our simulation is in agre
ment with the GL’s experimental value. It is found that the
is a greater than 10% discrepancy in RT growth rate betw
our simulation and the modified-by-Lindl Takabe formul
We notice that this also occurs in Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref.@5#.
Similarly, the FP result from HM was somewhat lower th
the prediction of the modified-by-Lindl Takabe formula, u
ing the BGK parameters. There may exist some phys
reason that is not widely known. We see from the simula
density profile that the peak density of the ablation fro
drops considerably, so the Atwood number of the ablat
front clearly decreases. Preheating not only enhances the
bilizations by the ablative advection and the finite dens
gradient scale length, but also leads to stabilization by
decreased Atwood number. The latter is another poss
source for the reduction of ablative RT growth rates in t
preheating case. Most of the heuristic formulas neglect
Atwood number because it takes a value of order unity in
less preheating case. Bettiet al. gave a heuristic form
gmL5AAkg/(11AkL)2bkVa @11#, here referred to as the
modified Lindl formula. We find that the prediction of thi
formula is in closer agreement with GL’s experimental val
@5# and all our simulations. Preheating the ablation front i
useful way to stabilize the RT instability. Through effectiv
preheating to the ablation front by x ray, the ablative R
growth and the laser imprint are suppressed in recent exp
ments@12,13#. In some designs of the National Ignition Fa
cility ~NIF! capsule, the RT stabilization by preheating of t
shock, x ray etc., is important@14#, so stabilization by de-
creased Atwood number can be a primary stabilizat
source.

The finite difference radiation hydrodynamic codeLARED-

S @15# is used in numerical simulations.LARED-S deals with
compressible hydrodynamics, nonlinear electron conduct
multigroup radiation diffusion, ray tracing of laser absorb
by the inverse bremsstrahlung. The hydrodynamic equat
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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are integrated with the flux-corrected transport~FCT! algo-
rithm @16# in space and the second-order Runge-Ku
method in time. TheFCT with sixth-order accurate phase e
ror is used and has second-order accuracy on the unif
part of the grid. TheLARED-S code uses the slide zone ve
sion ofFCT to trace the ablation surface and the fine unifo
grids cluster near the steep ablation front. Simulations of
ablative RT instability in this paper are in two-dimension
Cartesian geometry.

The linear RT growth rate of the 2D simulation com
from the exponential fit of the Fourier amplitude of the are
density perturbation in the linear stage. The foil accelerat
the ablative velocity, the Atwood number, and the dens
gradient scale length are obtained by the parabolic fit to
one-dimensional simulation results during the same per
The Atwood numberA is (r22r1)/(r21r1), wherer2 is
chosen asra , the peak density at the ablation front, and as
Ref. @17#, r1 is the blow-off density, located at (2k)21 from
the position of peak density. The ablative RT growth expe
ment performed by GL under conditions of a 20-mm-thin CH
foil, a drive laser pulse with a linear 1-ns ramp to a pe
intensity 731013 W/cm2 at the wavelength 0.53mm, fol-
lowed by a 2-ns flat section.

In our simulation, the electron thermal conductivity
considered in the formk5kSHf (T)h, wherekSH}T5/2 is the
SH formula andT is the electron temperature.h has a simple
form of 1/@11B ln(Tmax/T0)# and is due to the fact tha
there exists a large temperature gradient near the critical
face, and the static potential effect has to be considere
electron thermal conduction@18#, whereTmax is the maxi-
mum electron temperature in the corona region,T0 is the
electron temperature at the critical surface, andB is an ad-
justable parameter, usuallyB51. It was found that the elec
tron thermal conductivity scales as 1/k at largek when there
exists a nonnegligible electrostatic field, whe
k5 ln(Tmax/T0). A function f (T) is due to the preheating ef
fect of energetic electrons, which is considered in a form
f (T)5a when T.43 eV and f (T)5b/T1c/T3/2 when
1 eV,T<43 eV to meet the experiment result of G
wherea, b, c are adjustable parameters.f (T) is adjusted so
that the density profile around the ablation front is close
the numerical solution for the 1D BGK@5# or for the FP

FIG. 1. Comparison of ablative growth rates for different fo
mulas, the experiment and simulations for the 20-mm CH foil.
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equation of electron thermal transport@9,19#, and it could be
explained that the preheated ablation produces a lower t
perature tongue at the head of the sharp front that is du
the SH electron thermal conduction. The tongue seems t
from an energetic electron contribution because energ
electrons have a longer mean free path.

The SH formula is rigorously valid only for fully ionized
nondegenerate plasmas, i.e, for lower density and hig
temperature. The application of the SH formula to den
plasmas can give erroneous results. The electron the
conductivity calculated from the SH formula at a solid de
sity and low temperatureT,10 eV is incorrect by a large
factor, which was shown by Tabaket al. @20#. The work of
Lee and More gave some support to the arbitary chang
the temperature variation of the electron thermal conduc
ity at lower temperatures@21#. The FP simulation showed
that preheating by the electrons in the tail of the Maxwelli
distribution is important for the density profile, and so mo
energy is transferred to the ablation front for FP than for S
Our simulation shows that the density profile around the
lation front is very sensitive to the electron thermal condu
tivity at the head of the ablation front. In order to obtain t
ablative RT growth rate in agreement with the experimen
is possible to find a functionf (T) to fit the FP or the BGK
density profile in the hydrodynamic simulation.

For f (T)51, the ablation front is sharp due to less pr
heating, thus the linear RT growth rate from simulati
agrees with the value of the Takabe formula.f (T) is adjusted
near the ablation front as follows:

f ~T!5

¦

1.0, T,0.86 eV

10000, 0.86 eV<T,4.3 eV

4000, 4.3 eV<T,8.6 eV

1500, 8.6 eV<T,17.2 eV

300, 17.2 eV<T,43 eV

2.5, 43 eV<T,86 eV

1.5, 86 eV<T,172 eV

1.0, T>172 eV,

which can be fit tof (T)5186/T111.5/T3/2 when 0.86 eV
,T,43 eV, whereT is in units of 100 eV as used in th
simulation code, so the electron thermal conductivity ver
temperature isT5/2f (T)511.5T1186T3/2, which produces a
slowly varying temperature profile as in the BGK or in th
FP simulation. The density profile is similar to the BG
result @5#, and L is increased from 1mm at f (T)51 to
about 4 mm at the abovef (T). As shown in Fig. 1, the
linear growth rate of RT instability from our simulation, a
seen in the curve ‘‘NLC,’’ agrees well with the measure
value by GL, as shown by the curve ‘‘measured,’’ but
lower than the prediction from the modified Takabe formu
gmT5Akg/(11kL)22kVa ~the curve ‘‘Lindl’’ !. The Tak-
abe formulagT50.9Akg23kVa shows greater value tha
the measured value.

There exists a discrepancy of over 10% between the L
formula and GL’s experiment or our simulation. In order
1-2
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TABLE I. Comparison of ablative RT growth rates in different preheating cases for the 40-mm perturbation wavelength.

Model
L

(mm) A g (mm/ns2) Va (mm/ns) gc (ns21) gcal (ns21) gmL (ns21) gmT (ns21)
gcal

gc
u
gcal2gmL

gcal
u u

gcal2gmT

gcal
u

Case 1 4.04 0.706 17.88 0.3540 1.676 1.082 1.059 1.200 0.646 0.021 0.1
Case 2 0.96 0.974 21.25 0.3144 1.827 1.656 1.585 1.604 0.906 0.043 0.0
Case 3 1.53 0.974 17.10 0.2703 1.639 1.365 1.371 1.387 0.833 0.004 0.0
Case 4 2.78 0.757 19.16 0.3246 1.735 1.228 1.207 1.346 0.708 0.017 0.0
Case 5 3.23 0.727 17.80 0.3540 1.672 1.125 1.107 1.249 0.673 0.016 0.1
Case 6 2.27 0.625 17.58 0.4099 1.662 1.032 1.059 1.298 0.621 0.026 0.2
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understand the difference, an exponential density pro
around the ablation front is assumed, and the RT growth
g5AAkg/(11AkL) is obtained at the approximation of lin
earity, incompressibility, no viscosity, and no heat trans
For consideration of ablative advection stabilization, the
lative RT growth rate should be in the formgmL

5AAkg/(11AkL)22kVa with the variable Atwood num-
ber that depends on the preheated density profile. This m
fied Lindl formula, i.e., the curve ‘‘new form,’’ agrees ver
well with GL’s experimental curve ‘‘measured’’ and ou
simulation with preheating. In the preheating case, the e
tron thermal flux at the head of the ablation front increa
considerably, thus the temperature profile is not so steep
the power index of the electron thermal conductivity is mu
less than 5/2 in the SH model. This leads to the reduction
the peak density at the ablation front, so the density pro
becomes smooth to compare with the SH model. As a re
we find that the modified Lindl formula with variable At
wood number may predict the preheating case. Rigor
simulation for preheating by energetic electrons or x ray
complicated, sof (T) is changed to study the preheating e
fect on ablative RT growth, especially the Atwood numb
effect.

Since we see from the above discussion that a thin
foil with 20 mm thickness is used in GL’s experiment, th
thin target easily expands so that preheating leads to the
density decreasing rapidly, and consequently the Atwo
number is reduced. Therefore, one needs to further dis
whether or not the modified Lindl formula can better pred
the thick target behavior when there exists preheating.
postulate a thicker CH foil, with a thickness of 100mm and
a density of 1.0 g/cm3. The pulse duration of a 0.53mm
laser is shaped in the following manner: a linear 3 ns ram
an intensity of 331014 W/cm2, followed by an intensity that
remains unchanged. At 5 ns, density perturbation with
wavelength 40mm is superimposed on the one-dimension
density profile near the ablation front. The 2D simulation
performed in different adjustedf (T) functions. Case 1:
f 1(T) is the same asf (T). Case 2:f 2(T)51, the Spitzer-
Harm model with the limiter 0.05. Case 3:f 3(T)51 is the
same as the SH model whenT,43 eV and when
T>172 eV, but has a slight change when 43 eV<T
,172 eV so as to show the SH effect on the RT grow
rate. Case 4:
05740
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f 4~T!55
1.0, T,8.6 eV

1500, 8.6 eV<T,17.2 eV

300, 17.2 eV<T,43 eV

2.5, 43 eV<T,86 eV

1.5, 86 eV<T,172 eV

1.0, T>172 eV,

is chosen between bothf 3(T) and f (T) for increasing pre-
heating around the ablation front. Case 5:f 5(T)510/T3/2

~100 eV! when 1 eV,T,43 eV andr .r p212 mm so
that the electron thermal conductivity versusT generates a
less sharp ablation front for considering the thermal transp
of energetic electrons, wherer p is the location of the peak
density and the laser is incident on locationr ` . Preheating at
the head of the ablation front is less than 12mm because the
length of the preheated tongue is usually shorter th
12 mm. Case 6: f 6(T)53000/r(g/cm3) when 1 eV,T
,43 eV andr .r p212 mm. This form f (T) considers the
fact that the mean free path of energetic electrons is inver
proportional to the mass density.

In Table I,gc , gcal , andgmT are the RT growth rates fo
classic, two-dimensional simulation, and the modified Ta
abe formula, respectively. From Table I, we can see that
RT growth rates for cases 2 and 3 are greater than 80% o
classical value because of less preheating. However, as
heating increases from case 3 to case 4 and to case 1, th
growth rate of the two-dimensional simulation decreases
the discrepancy increases between the value of the mod

FIG. 2. The density profiles near the ablation front in differe
preheating cases.
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 057401
Takabe formula and simulations. In the cases with more p
heating, i.e., cases 5 and 6, similar results are shown.
ticularly for case 6, the relative error ofgcal andgmT is 26%
thoughL is smaller—only 2.27mm.

Figure 2 shows the density profile of different preheat
cases. For cases 2 and 3,ra is higher—over 7 g/cm3—and
r1 is very low—about 0.2 g/cm3, or below—so Atwood
numberA is close to 1 in these two less preheating cas
However, for cases 1, 5, and 6,ra is lower, andr1 increases
to nearly 1 g/cm3, so the Atwood number decreases to b
low 0.75. The density profiles of case 1 and case 5 are cl
so are the Atwood numbers and the RT growth rates.

We see from the above results that even if a thick targe
used in the preheating case, the modified Lindl formula~see
Table I! given bygmL still agrees very well with the result
of our simulation~see gcal!. The density profile near the
ablation front is also distinctly changed and the Atwo
number of the ablation front is clearly less than 1, so
Atwood number stabilization is important, This formula
reduced to the modified Takabe formula atA51, and is
closed to the Takabe formula at the steep ablation front.
05740
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In summary, the linear RT growth rate in our simulatio
agrees well with GL’s experiment by enhancing the elect
thermal conductivity at a lower temperature and higher d
sity. In the ablation region, preheating not only reduces
peak density, but also raises the density at the foot of
ablation front, thus the Atwood number of the ablation fro
decreases and contributes to the reduction of the ablation
growth rate. The modified Lindl formula gmL

5AAkg/(11AkL)22kVa is better suited for the preheatin
case. It agrees well with the experiment value given by
and our simulation. We believe that this stabilization effec
also important in the x-ray preheating case for the x-ray
lative RT instability.
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